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The Goddess Oracle celebrates the many faces of Goddesses worshiped in cultures around the
world since the beginning of time. This distinctive deck and book set offers insights and guidance for
handling the challenges that face you, and techniques for developing all areas of your life. Set
includes 52 beautifully illustrated cards representing a different goddess, and 188 page illustrated
book offers a poem, background information on each goddess and a suggested ritual. 5" x 7" By
Amy Sophia Marashinsky, artwork by Hrana Janto.
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Dear Reader,These cards are beautiful, as every review as stated. The book is interesting, full of
facts and myths on every Goddess. Each Goddes has her own poem, description and card definion,
as well as a ritual suggestion. Each card/ Goddess is listed with an 'aspect'.Hestia - Responsibility
(example)I bought this for the beauty, got it for only $10 brand new. Thought I'd hang them in one of
thoes big frames with multiple picture slots, or put them on my altar, or hang them on a mirror to
remind me what aspect of myself to work on, or just use as pretty bookmarks. I didn't exect such a
well-done oracle deck; I am sceptical of 'modern' oracle decks. Anything older than the old Waite
deck I learned Tarot on is considered 'bandwagon' stuff and therefor useless.It's not true!I sat down
and did a spread and was shocked and amazed at what came up. I got intimate, personal answers
to the questiosn I had; practical advice for the situation; advice on what to do in future situations and
what needs to be done to prevent this situation from happening again.Example: my latest spread
was done to help me find the source of my frustrations with my housework (I am a housekeeper,
living with three other young adults).Here is what I got:What needs to be focused on?Responsibilty

card: The people I keep house for need to relized that it's not JUST my responsibility to keep the
house clean, they need to take responsibility for their messes and clean them up instead of leaving
it for me to clean up. But ULTIMATLY it is MY responsibility to 'keep the house' and be 'queen of my
domain'.What is hidden that is causing the problem?
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